Together, we mobilize for change so all people can achieve their full potential in an environment of harmony, safety, equality and justice.

**EMPOWER**
- Provided 600 people with volunteer and paid opportunities to empower their communities.
- Assisted 1,500 immigrants in over 70 events with information and resources to protect their families.
- Taught 100 emerging leaders the skills to master issues and represent their diverse constituencies.

**ENGAGE**
- Organized 100 partner orgs to engage in collective action at the local, state, and national level.
- Mobilized 100,000 voters via door knocks, phone calls, email, and mail to participate in local elections.
- Activated 30,000 people to engage on ASD’s social media platforms and take action via petitions and calls.

**CREATE**
- Introduced legislation in DC to hold border agents accountable for treatment of border residents & migrants.
- Qualified ballot measure in CA “Schools & Communities First” will close corporate loophole in Prop 13 and restore billions of $ to CA.
- Changed the narrative in SD by creating platforms for voices like Martin Luther King, III, to elevate human rights.

Thank you for being our partner in change. Together, we can move forward to make an impact in 2019. alliancesd.org